
Subject Access Requests

Giving people access to their personal data



What is a Subject Access Request? (SAR)

It’s a request made by a data subject, for access to their personal data which is processed by 
an organisation.

We usually receive these via email direct to data.protection@libdems.org.uk 

We can also receive these through public online SAR generators; they are handled in the same 
way as an email request.

Remember: Not to be confused with a FOI request (which Political Parties are not subject to)



Our process to handle SAR’s

The following steps are carried out by the DPO



Step 1

We receive a request for personal data

The data subject will usually disclose the context of their request

or 

if they are a member of the public, they may just want to know if we hold anything about 
them

All SAR requests are logged so we can track progress, meet the deadlines and report 
effectively.



Step 2

Has the person provided identification?

Yes (or they are known to us/in regular communication) No

Send an initial email to confirm receipt 
and that their SAR will be responded to in 
one month.

Clarify anything that’s not clear from the 
email request.

If the person is unknown to us, we ask 
them to send a copy of their 
Passport/ID/Driving Licence.

Clarify anything that’s not clear from the 
email request.



Step 3

The DPO does an initial 
search on Connect, 
Salesforce, 
Nationbuilder plus a 
global search on the Lib 
Dem central email 
system. If the search shows 100’s/1000’s of documents and 

contains anything complex such as complaints cases 
the DPO will make a judgement on if to extend the 
time limit by a further two months & notify the 
requestor.

If the requestor is a member of the public, their data 
usually only shows up on Connect. In which case the 
response can be sent within a few days of receipt.



How wide is the data search?

We are required to conduct a reasonable search based on data for which we 
are the ‘controller’ for. This can include the following:

● Main Lib Dem systems; Connect, Nationbuilder, Salesforce etc.
● Global search across Lib Dem Gmail accounts.
● Global search across Lib Dem Google Drive.
● Complaints cases via Standards Team.
● HR files via HQ People Team.
● Emails or data the local party may hold (where relevant to the request).
● Where Lib Dem mobiles are used, this could involve searching text messages.

As you can see from the list above, if the request is complex, there needs to be a longer 
time frame to gather all the documents.



Step 4

Preparing the documents

It’s critical that we protect the rights and freedoms of third parties whose data may also be 
contained within the documents found.

The DPO uses a redaction tool to block out any third party information or data which is not 
related to the individual. 



Step 5

Sending the response letter & redacted PDF documents

Once the DPO has gathered all the documents, reviewed them, redacted third party data and 
converted to PDF, they can be sent to the requestor.

The requestor has the right to make a complaint if they are not satisfied with the 
response. They can also complain directly to the ICO.



What do you need to be aware of?

● You may receive a request for a SAR; in which case forward the email to 
data.protection@libdems.org.uk

● You may be asked by the DPO if you have any data relating to an individual which is 
outside of the usual searches.

● If you have any questions about SAR’s, please ask.                           Thank you!


